Absorbers and diffusers are essential elements to control echoes in architectural acoustics. In several applications, acoustic diffusers are preferred because absorbers remove sound energy from the environment, whereas they redistribute the acoustic energy in order to avoid strong dispersion and reverberating paths.
1,2 Traditional diffusers are heavy, bulky wavelength scale structures with complex geometries and are therefore difficult to integrate in existing environments. Recently developed metasurfaces provide the ability to control waves with a single layer of deep-subwavelength elements. Owing to their ultra-thin dimension, metasurface elements can be conformally attached to an arbitrary shape to virtually reproduce the acoustic response of another geometry. In optics, metasurfaces give the freedom of modulating the phase of light to realize beam steering, [3] [4] [5] ultrathin optical skin cloak, 6 smaller optical devices for advanced digital products, 7, 8 and holograms. [9] [10] [11] The subwavelength metasurface concept is especially important for acoustic wave manipulations as the wavelength is much larger than optics and the size constraint is critical. Coiled space elements were developed as building blocks of the acoustic metasurface to modulate the sound phase by increasing the effective path length and have been used for beam steering. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] However, the thickness of coiled space based metasurfaces is difficult to shrink down at less than quarter wavelength because a large intrinsic loss will result from viscosity in the extreme narrow channels. 22 Another type of acoustic metasurface is formed by membranes decorated with masses, which were used to realize simultaneous negative density and bulk modulus 23 and an acoustic perfect absorber. 24 A thin acoustic cloak was also proposed theoretically using membrane type metasurfaces 25, 26 and was demonstrated by Helmholtz resonators with varying cavity volumes. 27 Up to date, the design of metasurfaces is typically assuming a continuous phase profile.
In this paper, we extend the previous design of the metasurface carpet cloak to investigate the effect of the large in-plane (rapidly changing) phase gradient on the cloaking performance. In the first order approximation, the carpet cloaking requires each metasurface element to provide a phase shift D/ðxÞ ¼ À2khðxÞcos h, where k is the wave number, h(x) is the height profile of the structure to be cloaked (Figure 1(b) ), and h is the incident angle. 6, [25] [26] [27] This phase shift compensates the path difference due to the geometry of the object. Consequently, the reflected wavefront from the structure decorated with the metasurface is flat, and the object becomes invisible for the acoustic wave, as shown in Figure 1(a) . On the other hand, metasurface elements can be used to make a flat surface to be a virtual diffuser for the acoustic wave. In Figure 1 (c), we apply a metasurface with the exact opposite phase modulation D/ 0 ðxÞ ¼ 2khðxÞcos h to recreate the scattering pattern of the object observed in Figure 1 (b) from a flat surface. As sketched in Figure 1(d) , previous studies in optics and acoustics demonstrated the ability to cloak structures with small continuous in-plane phase variation. 6, [25] [26] [27] On the other hand, Figure 1 (e) presents a structure where the pillars' heights are chosen randomly and vary dramatically from site to site. During this random process, sharp welllike structures are created among the pillars, as detailed in Figure 1 (f). These wells have very narrow width leading to an impedance mismatch that did not exist in the smooth gradient structure. We are able to analytically derive the reflection coefficient R obtained from the well structure sketched in Figure 1 Published by AIP Publishing. 110, 151902-1
with m ¼ S 1 =S 2 and T ¼ T 0 e À2ikL . From this expression, we can show that the amplitude of this reflection coefficient R is always unity as no energy is stored in the well. However, Figure 1 
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À2kL acquired by the reflected field in the presence of the well for a ratio m ¼ 3. It is clear that the impedance mismatch provides an additional phase term to the reflected wavefront. The goal of this work is to investigate if this additional scattering can be compensated (or reproduced) by the intuitive phase shift profile formula given earlier.
We use an ultrathin acoustic metasurface formed by Helmholtz resonators for surface scattering designs. These Helmholtz resonators are ultra small compared with the wavelength, forming a metasurface with 1/12 wavelength thickness (Figure 2(a) ). The phase of the reflected wave from the resonators is controlled by the neck diameter ( Figure  2(b) ). Finite element method simulations, including the air viscosity model and thermoviscous boundary layer effects 22 (see supplementary material, Section 2), show that the reflection phase can be tuned over the entire phase range, enabling the complete modulation of the reflected wavefront. In our experiment, we select six Helmholtz resonators with increasing neck diameters, resulting in six different reflection phases at 2.9 kHz: 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, and 360
. The measured resonances of the 3 D printed resonators deviate slightly from the designed frequencies as a result of the fabrication error (Figure 2(c) ). However, this disagreement only leads to a deviation within 20 from the designed value in the reflection phase which is reasonable for our experimental setup. 20% of the incident amplitude is absorbed due to the material loss of the resonator units. Four cylindrical slots are printed on the back of each resonator such that they fit on LEGO bricks. This mechanism enables straightforward reconfigurations of metasurfaces formed by the Helmholtz resonators on structured surfaces built from standard LEGO bricks.
A recent study on the acoustic metasurface demonstrated a thin carpet cloak by modulating the reflection phase with a thicker design of Helmholtz resonators. 27 Our design only changes the neck diameter, allowing the realization of deep subwavelength elements (k/7.5 Â k/7.5 Â k/12). Moreover, the possibility of developing an ultrathin carpet cloak for a complex random structure as shown in Figure 3(a) remains an open question in both acoustics and electromagnetics. As discussed above, the abrupt changes of height in the structure induce not only a large phase gradient but also variations of the acoustic impedance, resulting in an additional phase term in the reflected field. In our experiment, we randomly choose the height of each column between zero and one wavelength. The width of these columns is 1/7.5 wavelength, allowing us to create a diffuser with the large phase gradient (Figure 3(a) ). The measured scattering of the normal incident plane wave reflected from the complex random structure at 2.9 kHz is shown in Figure 3(c) . With the metasurface formed by our Helmholtz resonators providing a local phase shift D/ðxÞ ¼ À2khðxÞ (for small incident angle) canceling the reflection phase variation solely due to the height change of the structure, the scattering is eliminated and a planar wavefront is observed in the reflection (Figure 3(d) ). This scattering cancellation can be accomplished between 2.8 kHz and 3 kHz with the 3 D printed Helmholtz resonators (see supplementary material, Section 3). Therefore, this metasurface design has the ability to cancel simultaneously the scattering from the surface roughness and impedance mismatch. As shown in Fig. 1(f) , the phase shift between T and T' comes from the distance 2 L traveled by the acoustic field. In the case of the decorated structure, one Helmholtz resonator is placed at the bottom of the well; this resonator is specifically chosen to add a phase term D/ ¼ À2kL to the field T. Therefore, we obtain T ¼ T 0 e À2ikLÀiD/ , and we can insert this in Eq. (1)
As D/ ¼ À2kL, Eq. (2) is simplified as R ¼ I which is what we would expect if the wave was reflected by a flat hard wall. This analysis and the experimental result demonstrate that metasurfaces with phase shift only depending on the local elevation can be used to cloak complex random structures with a large in-plane phase gradient. As of the incident angle dependence, numerical simulations show that our metasurface works until þ/-20 . This is expected from the local phase shift equation D/ðxÞ ¼ À2khðxÞcos h which is a second order function for small h 27 (see supplementary material, Section 4). A flat surface can also be transformed into a diffusive surface for acoustic waves using metasurfaces with appropriate combinations of the unit cells. This transformation of mirror surfaces into diffusive surfaces is the inverse problem of cloaking. One can anticipate that it should be achieved by metasurfaces (for small incident angle) with the opposite local phase shift D/ 0 ðxÞ ¼ 2kh 0 ðxÞ, where h 0 is the local height of the virtual object. In our experiment, we reproduce the scattering pattern of a circular bump (Figure 4(a) ) from a Measured reflection field of normal incidence from a complex random structure at 2.9 kHz. The reflection field presents the multi-scattering pattern as a result of the height variation of the reflection surface and impedance mismatch due to the variation of cross-section area. (d) Measured reflection field of normal incidence from the complex random structure decorated with cloaking metasurface at 2.9 kHz. The cloaking metasurface modulates the reflective surface by manipulating the reflection phase such that the height of each column is reduced virtually to the based surface (flat surface in (a)). Thus, the acoustic wave detects a flat surface and reflected with the flat wavefront. Consequently, the complex random structure is cloaked by the metasurface.
flat metasurface at 2.9 kHz. By applying the calculated phase shift, a virtual acoustic object is created, and the same cylindrical wavefront is obtained in the reflection (Figure 4(b) ). Therefore, the flat surface is transformed into a diffusive surface by our metasurface.
It is interesting to ask if we can transform the flat surface into the complex random surface shown in Figure 3(a) . By applying the same strategy, a diffusive phase mask is applied on a flat surface. Surprisingly, the measured reflection shown in Figure 4(d) is different from that in Figure 4 (c) for the complex random structure. Although the metasurface shifts the reflection phase to mimic the height variation, the abrupt changes of impedance described previously are not captured in this simple relation. We can use the well structure ( Figure  5(a)) as a model to demonstrate this limitation. In order to reproduce the reflection R observed in Figure 5 (a), we need to determine the amplitude (A) and phase (/) that our element has to reflect in Figure 5 (b). Assuming that each side of the well reflects perfectly the incident wave, we obtain the following relation
with m ¼ S 1 =S 2 . The amplitude and phase of this field are represented in Figure 5 (c) as a function of the well depth L in the case m ¼ 3. First, we can see that the phase is no longer a linear function of the well depth. Second, and more importantly, the amplitude A is larger than unity and needs to be modulated as a function of L. We have numerically checked the validity of Eq. (3) in Figure 5 (e). Three elements highlighted in green are used to reproduce the field reflected by the triple well structure shown in Figure 5 (d). The amplitude and phase of the field emitted by these elements are chosen with respect to the well depth ( Figure 5(c) ). However, the experimental demonstration of this result is hindered by the fact that our metasurface cannot modulate the reflected amplitude. The Helmholtz resonators are used as phase elements, whose amplitude response is constant and cannot exceed unity. This result explained why the linear The metasurface modulate the reflection phase such that the local reflection surface presents a virtual height variation identical to the circular bump in (a). This virtual height variation results in the same scattering pattern that diffuses the acoustic wave in all directions. Thus, the metasurface creates an acoustic diffuser from a flat reflection surface. (c) The measured reflection field of normal incidence from a complex random structure is shown in Figure 3(b) . The multi-scattering pattern is a result of the combination of the reflections due to the rough surface and impedance mismatch. (d) The measured reflection field of normal incidence from a flat reflective surface decorated with the inverse phase mask used for cloaking in Figure 3 (c). The scattering pattern is different from the complex random structure. Thus, the inverse phase mask cannot recreate the scattering of the complex random structure. relation between the phase and the height of the structure fails when the height varies at a deep subwavelength scale. Recent works have proposed an alternative approach based on holography to control the acoustic field propagation. 28, 29 However, the phase retrieval technique used to obtain the phase mask is only achieved with conditioned numerical iterations.
In conclusion, an ultrathin metasurface formed by Helmholtz resonators with varying neck diameters is realized to modulate the reflection phase. An ultrathin acoustic cloak for a complex random structure with abrupt height variation is realized. The inverse modulation of the reflection phase with reconfigured metasurface transforms flat surfaces into diffusive structures with a smooth phase gradient. The linear relation linking the phase and geometric profiles works for cloaking applications independently from the structure but fails to recreate virtual diffusers with the large in-plane phase gradient. This experimental and analytical study of the ultrathin acoustic metasurface for large in-plane phase gradient applications provides a deep understanding of reflective surface engineering, which is critical for smart and architectural acoustic designs.
See supplementary material for more details on the experimental apparatus. Additional results and discussions concerning air viscosity, incident angle dependence, and bandwidth are also provided.
